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Ship Design
By L. Portunato

MARVEL – A Drifting Vessel
Sailing to the Unknown Arctic
Render of the
vessel MARVEL
operating in the
Fram Strait
during the Polar
night.

Bowhead whales suffered centuries of indiscriminate hunting, which almost
extinguished their Svalbard subpopulation. To learn more about their
reproductive behaviour, the Ice Whale Foundation requested Conoship
International, with the scientific support of Delft University of Technology
(TU Delft), to design an innovative, compact and resistant vessel able to survive
the extremely harsh conditions of the Fram Strait during the Polar night.

The bowhead whale, also known by its scientific name Balaena
mysticetus, is the second largest animal in the world and, as opposed to the rest of the whale species, lives in the cold Arctic waters all its life without migrating. Over the last four centuries, the
Svalbard subpopulation in particular has been depleted by human
hunting. The whaling industry, which for a long time was monopolised by the Dutch, reduced the number of bowhead whales living
in this area from over 50,000 animals at the beginning of the seventeenth century to a few hundred in the twentieth century. Furthermore, information about the bowhead whales’ lives and behaviour is
still quite limited.
However, in the winter of 2008-2009 a very interesting fact was observed: a great diversity of complex bowhead whales’ songs was
recorded continuously using two hydrophones moored in the Fram
Strait between November 2008 and March 2009. Because so many
bowhead whales gathered here, the area is of particular interest. In
fact, the water in this location suffers an ice coverage of over nine-
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ty per cent during winter, making it a strange place to stay for an
animal that needs open water to breathe. Some explanations for
this behaviour have been proposed, such as reproduction and communication purposes. In fact, these sophisticated whale songs
might play a role in courtship and mating behaviour, but there is no
certain answer yet.

The Making of an Icon
In this context and to face the relevant challenges, the Ice Whale
Foundation was established in 2017. The main aims of this organisation are the assessment of the behaviour, mating strategies and vulnerability of the bowhead whales and the increment of public visibility of this mammal. The latter is to make it one of the icons of
Arctic marine life that need protection because of sea ice reducing
due to global warming.
One of the various initiatives planned, is a series of six polar winter
expeditions in subsequent years, starting from 2020, the main aim of
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Fram Strait satellite view with the position of the hydrophones during the study in 2008-2009, the main settlements and the route of a possible two loops’ mission. Satellite image courtesy of
US Geological Survey (USGS, Sentinel-2A).

which is the study of the bowhead whales during the winter in the
marginal ice-zone of the Fram Strait between Greenland and Spitsbergen. Thanks to funding from the Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research (NWO) and the cooperation with the Royal
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ), the project started
at the end of 2017. The Netherlands-based ship designer Conoship
International was engaged to produce a feasibility study and to develop the concept design of a dedicated, innovative Modular Arctic
Research Vessel (MARVEL) able to reach the above-mentioned
goals. Moreover, a collaboration with the TU Delft was initiated to
make use of its experience in the Arctic technology field, involving,
in particular, the departments of Maritime Technology and Offshore
Engineering. One of the results of this collaboration was the author’s Master Thesis “Drifting with the Whales”, developing the
conceptual idea and design behind MARVEL. Lastly, the support of
both Dutch and international experts of the maritime Arctic technologies sector, such as Jolmar Consult and Harnvig - Arctic & Maritime, provided the project with a study on the harsh environmental
conditions which MARVEL has to face.

Staying in Arctic Ice for at Least 100 Days
The finally selected MARVEL concept was a drifting self-propelled
platform resulting from a large analysis of multi-year ice and metocean conditions of the area and a system engineering process.
The requirements of the Ice Whale Foundation tightly matched the
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project goal. The vessel has to operate in the Fram Strait marginal
ice zone during the Polar night with an endurance of at least 100
days. To limit costs, vessel size and crew are limited to 500 GT and
five to six people respectively. Furthermore, the vessel requires a
moon pool surrounded by both a wet and dry lab to be able to
analyse the samples collected, with the purpose of carrying out the
main mission.
The MARVEL must also accommodate all facilities required for the
crew to survive in such an environment for the whole duration of
the mission. To make it possible for other research projects to join
the mission, the vessel must be able to carry at least two 20 ft containers to easily accommodate the equipment needed. A key point
for the expedition is that the vessel is as silent as possible to allow
for undisturbed underwater listening and to prevent interfering with
the vocal behaviour of the whales.

Making Loops through the Fram Straight
Because of its convenient facilities and relatively warm climate, the
village of Longyearbyen, located in the Svalbard archipelago, is the
best option as main logistics centre and departure port for the mission. After leaving Longyearbyen, to better cover the research area
(Marginal Ice Zone between 75th and 82nd parallels north), the
strategy chosen is to perform multiple loops entering the ice from
the north, drifting with it towards the south and then going out again
in open water. This loop can be repeated multiple times, entering
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and exiting at different locations, depending on where the whales
are spotted and repeatedly choosing the target area.
During each loop, a grid of buoys with hydrophones can be deployed to constantly map the presence and movements of whales in
the area. This can be done directly from the vessel or with the help
of drones, such as unmanned aerial or underwater vehicles (UAVs
or UUVs). The most precise measurements and observations will be
done using the hydrophones present on board and through the ones
mounted on the UUVs. Other research methods, such as environmental DNA sampling and satellite water thermo-analysis, are currently also being investigated by the Ice Whale Foundation scientific board.
The most critical moments of this mission profile are starting and
ending the drifting mode. When entering the pack ice, the vessel
has to be able to break thin layers of new ice to open the way towards the desired area, where the engines will stop and the drifting
will start.
Side view of the MARVEL with a representation of the retractable azimuth thrusters, the

Rounded Form with a Spoon Bow

moonpool and the 20 ft containers.

Due to its peculiar mission profile, the vessel hull was designed with
a particular focus on ice-hull interaction. In fact, following the concept of the schooner Tara (designed in 1987 by the naval architects
Oliver Petit and Luc Bouvet) and of the wooden vessel Fram (1892
by Colin Archer), the hull presents an extremely rounded form, enabling it to be lifted by the ice when it closes during compression
events. This means the vessel is literally pushed up leaving it on top
of the layer of ice, thereby avoiding the extreme loads that compressing ice can exert on the vessel.
This design feature required an innovative approach to evaluate the
forces acting on the hull structure during this process. The vessel’s
bow was designed using the concept of a “spoon bow”, which was
applied to give some ice-breaking capability to the vessel without
compromising its rounded hull shape.
Another important design choice is represented by a vertical reinforced belt all around the vessel above the waterline. This has the
aim of protecting it from very big ice features that, if/when compressing the vessel, can be extremely dangerous for the safety of
the crew.
The vessel's propulsion is diesel-electric, with the two main generators feeding all onboard utilities and powering the two retractable

Length over all
Length at the waterline
Length between perpendiculars
Breadth moulded
Depth moulded to maindeck
Draught max.
Gross Tonnage

abt. 29.46 m
abt. 28.07 m
28.07 m
11.15 m
4.00 m
3.80 m
abt. 499

azimuth thrusters. The choice of such a marine propulsion system
was originated by the necessity of maintaining a good level of manoeuvrability in the ice leads and of being able to retract them when
MARVEL gets pushed up onto the ice. Moreover, batteries can be
used for providing energy when complete silence is required.

The Way Has Been Opened
The feasibility study and concept design of MARVEL are only the
starting point for this project and now a lot of challenges will have
to be tackled by the Ice Whale Foundation.
All operational support to the mission, such as crew training,
ground control support, met-ocean studies and safety assessments,
are currently analysed and will be further prepared in the near future. In the same way, the expedition’s scientific plan, together with
the development of the technologies necessary for supporting it,
are currently being prepared by the scientific advisory board of the
programme, composed of leading scientists from different institutes
and universities.
The Ice Whale Foundation is currently involved in the private-public
funding of the project, involving government, industry, NGOs, charities and the public at large. The mission is very challenging, but feasible and the way has been opened.

If readers would like to know more about the Ice Whale project,
they can directly e-mail the Ice Whale Foundation via
info@icewhale.nl.

The main dimensions of MARVEL.
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